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ABSTRACT
Confidentiality is an important requirement that restricts information sharing between multiple providers
in inter-domain routing and, more generally, in any
Multi-Provider Distributed System (MPDS). However,
sharing such confidential information can make these
systems more robust by enabling the verification of global
system invariants. For instance, undesirable interaction
between intra-domain and inter-domain routing can be
prevented by verifying system invariants involving confidential intra-domain information of neighboring domains. In the literature, it is generally assumed that
global system invariants of MPDSs involving confidential information cannot be verified. In this paper, we
demonstrate that this is not true by constructing proofof-concept protocols that verify two such invariants relevant for robust inter-domain routing. Our work exposes a hitherto unexplored portion of MPDS design
space that has the potential for making such systems
more robust.

1. INTRODUCTION
An important property of inter-domain routing is that
competitive concerns force individual providers to hide
most of the intra-domain information that might be necessary for robust routing. Such confidentiality concerns
apply to a variety of information including routing policies, link properties, link failures, etc. Though measurements can reverse-engineer capacities [3], policies [27]
etc. to a reasonable extent, we argue that measurement
inaccuracies and overhead make these techniques useful
more for end-to-end decisions than for infrastructurebased decisions.
Experience with inter-domain routing has shown that
the lack of crucial information can affect the robustness
of the system. For instance, lack of knowledge about
congestion in neighboring Autonomous Systems (ASs)
may cause an AS to make bad intra-domain traffic engineering decisions [8, 28, 31]. Similarly, in the absence
of sufficient information on the policies of other ASs,
an AS could use routing policy that leads to divergent
routing [19]. Such problems can be solved by having

the ASs verify suitably defined global invariants [31].
However, since these invariants use confidential intradomain information, most existing solutions to such
problems remove the need for verifying global invariants by limiting local autonomy [8, 14, 29]. We argue that confidentiality-preserving verification of invariants is useful in any Multi-Provider Distributed System
(MPDS) since providers in these systems typically have
confidentiality requirements. Examples include systems
for caching [4], computing [12] and storage [20].
Winick et al. [31] used problem-specific aggregation
techniques to limit the amount of shared information
in verifying global invariants. However, their solution
does not preserve the confidentiality of such shared information. In this paper, we propose the use of provably secure solutions for Secure Multi-Party Computations (SMPC) [1] to verify global invariants. Since solutions to solve arbitrary SMPC problems are highly inefficient [32], we take the approach of constructing efficient problem-specific solutions. Such an approach was
shown to be feasible for information sharing between
databases [2]. We believe that this approach is also
feasible for MPDSs because many invariants in MPDSs
are likely to involve simple arithmetic operations. Simple arithmetic operations can be realized securely and
efficiently using homomorphic cryptosystems [25]. We
also believe that the commercial out-of-band relationships between providers in an MPDS (e.g., peering relationships in inter-domain routing) simplify the threat
model that needs to be considered. Specifically, these
relationships can be leveraged to address issues such as
arbitrary protocol termination and key exchange.
We demonstrate our approach by designing proof-ofconcept protocols that verify global invariants ensuring
safe traffic engineering and verifying policy safety in
inter-domain routing. We believe that the generality
of our techniques make them applicable in any MPDS
when the invariants involve simple arithmetic and outof-band relationships exist. We emphasize that our goal
is not to advocate the use of the global invariants that
we use. Rather, our aim is to expose a powerful class
of cryptographic techniques that can be employed to

address robustness issues in MPDSs.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
2, we define global invariants, clarify our assumptions
and introduce homomorphic cryptosystems. In Section
3, we develop a protocol to verify a global invariant that
ensures safe intra-domain traffic engineering. In Section
4, we use a global invariant for conflict-free routing policies to motivate the hardness of verification with more
than two providers. We mention related work in Section
5. We discuss future directions and conclude in Section
6.

2. OVERVIEW
In this section, we first formally define global invariants in MPDSs and our goal. Then, we discuss the
assumptions we make, including the threat model. Finally, we introduce homomorphic cryptosystems.

2.1 Global Invariants
In an MPDS, a global invariant refers to a triplet
G = (P, I, f ()). Here, P is a set consisting of more
than 1 provider. I is a set of inputs, each of which
belongs to one of the providers in P . Also, each provider
in P has at least one input in I. f () is a booleanvalued function that is evaluated on I. For the MPDS
to function properly, f (I) must be true. We refer to
testing this condition as verifying the invariant G. In
this paper, our goal is to illustrate how G can be verified
when some of the inputs (in I) are confidential and will
not be revealed by the owner to other providers.

believe that such arbitrary termination is not a problem because providers in MPDSs are likely to possess an
out-of-band relationship, e.g., commercial peering relationships in inter-domain routing. Since such relationships can be used to impose penalties on the malicious
provider, we assume that abrupt termination is not a
threat. We assume that the specific cryptosystems used
in our protocols are strong enough that the ciphertexts
leak negligible information about the plaintexts. Hence,
we do not consider the threat of eavesdroppers and third
parties.

2.3

Next, we describe homomorphic cryptosystems that
allow us to perform simple arithmetic (addition and
multiplication) on encrypted values. A cryptosystem
for which E() represents the encryption operations, is
said to be (additive) homomorphic if E(m1 )E(m2 ) =
E(m1 + m2 ). We only use additive homomorphic cryptosystems such as Paillier’s [25] in this paper. The time
complexity of Paillier’s is similar [25] to El Gamal [7].
to We note that multiplicative homomorphic cryptosystems such as El Gamal[7] may also be useful, in MPDSs.
The following are important properties of (additive) homomorphic cryptosystems:
• E(m1 ) · E(m2 ) = E(m1 + m2 ), the homomorphic
property.
• (E(m))k = E(mk) ∀ k. A special case is k = −1.
• The ciphertexts before and after performing one
or more of the above operations can be used to deduce the operation. For instance, E(m) = E(−m)−1 .
In such cases, E(−m) can be multiplied by a blinding factor so that the operation cannot be deduced.

2.2 Assumptions and Threat Model
We assume that, given a secure protocol, providers
would provide confidential information as input. We believe that this is true because the maintenance of global
invariants is necessary for the functioning of the system
(and hence, to the vital interests of the participants).
However, providers may lie about their inputs to influence the behavior of other providers, e.g., by causing the
invariant to be violated. Addressing this is outside the
scope of this paper and preventing this may be specific
to the problem being solved. Mechanisms belonging
to the area of Distributed Algorithmic Mechanism Design (DAMD) [9] can be used to address these issues.
DAMD mechanisms are complementary to our protocols; While they ensure that providers do not lie about
their inputs, secure protocols can be used to implement
these mechanisms without revealing the inputs.
Any protocol to verify a global invariant f (I) cannot guarantee complete confidentiality of I. This is because the output, f (I), leaks some information about
I to the participants. Hence, a secure protocol should
prevent any more information leakage. However, a malicious provider could abruptly terminate a protocol
thereby causing asymmetric information leakage. We
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3.

SAFE INTER-DOMAIN TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Mbps values denote available bandwidth
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Figure 1: Shifting flow f from peering point 1 to
2 might seem advantageous without knowledge
of available bandwidth in B.
It is known [8, 29, 31] that traffic engineering within
an AS A can adversely affect a neighboring AS B by
overloading links in B. For instance, in Figure 1, A’s
operator might change the exit point of flow f from 1
to 2 based on available bandwidth in A only. As we can

Variable
{di }1 ≤ i ≤ D
{pj }1 ≤ j ≤ P
{el }1 ≤ l ≤ N
ui,j,l ;
~ i,j = ({ui,j,l }l )
U
bl ;
~ = (b1 , . . . bN )
B
δi,j ;
~ = ({δi,j }i,j )
∆

Description
Unique destination prefixes
Peering points between
A and B
links in B
1 if route to dest. di
from pj uses link el ,
0 otherwise
available bandwidth
on link el of B
Proposed change in traffic
to di entering B at pj

Private to
None
None
B
B
B
A

Table 1: Notation used for Safe Traffic Engineering.
see, this has the effect of overloading the 20Mbps link
in B. Preventing this from happening requires that, sl ,
the available bandwidth on any link el in B after traffic
engineering by A, should be non-negative. Using the
notation in Table 3,
X
δi,j ui,j,l ≥ 0 ∀ l
(1)
sl = bl −
(i,j)

Formally, the global invariant that needs to be satisfied
~ B,
~ {U
~ i,j }i,j }, f ()) where
is G = ({A, B}, {∆,
X
~ i,j ≥ ~0]
~−
δi,j U
(2)
f (I) = [B
(i,j)

A similar invariant was proposed in [31]. They verified
the invariant by reducing the information revealed using
problem-specific aggregation. In contrast, we propose
the use of a provably secure class of cryptographic techniques. Nevertheless, the aggregation techniques used
in [31] can be used along with our protocol to achieve
better scalability. The approach proposed in [8, 29] is
to remove the need to verify the invariant by bringing
each δi,j value close to 0. This is an alternative approach that has the disadvantage of restricting the set
of traffic engineering choices that A can make.

3.1 Verifying the Invariant
We now describe a protocol that verifies the invariant specified above. We assume that A uses homomorphic public-key encryption and provides its public key
to B using its out-of-band relationship. EA and DA denote the corresponding encryption and decryption operations. The basic idea behind the following protocol is that B can compute the sl values by the homomorphic property. A can decrypt these values to verify
the invariant. The protocol is as follows. (1) A sends
EA (−δi,j ) ∀ (i, j) to B. (2) B calculates EA (sl ) ∀l.
It can do this by computing EA (bl ) and multiplying it
with all EA (−δi,j ) for which ui,j,l is 1. The product is
EA (sl ) by the homomorphic property. (3) The various
EA (sl ) values are sent to A. (4) Using the decryption

operation DA , A can verify if all N values of sl are
positive.
Clearly, EA ensures that B learns nothing about A’s
inputs. However, the above protocol leaks information
on the sl values to A.

3.2

Reducing Information Leakage

Next, we modify the above protocol to prevent A from
knowing anything but f (I). For ease of exposition, we
assume the existence of a cryptographic primitive CA
that allows A to determine sign(x)(1 if x ≥ 0, −1 otherwise), without determining the value of x. We describe CA later. In the above protocol, B can invoke
CA on each sl value to prevent A from knowing the sl
values. However, this provides A with information on
sign(sl ). To prevent such leakage too, we let B invoke
CA on −sl with a probability of half. The results of
these invocations are finally converted into cong, the
number of negative sl values, using the homomorphic
property. Finally, CA is invoked on cong. The complete
modified protocol is as follows:
• A sends EA (−δi,j ) ∀ (i, j) to B.
• B calculates EA (sl ) ∀l.
• If B invokes CA on EA (sl ), A can determine sign(sl ).
To prevent this, B invokes CA on EA (sl rl ) where
rl is ±1 with equal probability. EA (sl rl ) can be
calculated from EA (sl ) using homomorphism.
• To prevent B from knowing sign(sl rl ), A sends
EA (sign(sl rl )). Since A can pre-compute EA (±1),
there is no computational complexity.
• Using the homomorphic
P property, B calculates EA (cong)
by computing EA ( l sign(sl rl )rl − N ). Observe
that, since rl = ±1, sign(sl rl )rl = sign(sl ). Clearly,
cong < 0 iff at least one link gets congested.
• B invokes CA on EA (cong) so that A can determine sign(cong) and hence, if the proposed traffic
matrix change is safe or not.
Since no plaintext is ever revealed to B, no information is leaked to it. The plaintexts revealed to A are
sign(sl rl ) which leaks no information since rl is random. A does obtain information on N , the number of
links in B in the third step. B can prevent this by sending encryptions of a few dummy values in addition to
EA (sl rl ) ∀ l. Thus, the above protocol does not reveal
anything other than f (I). Note that A (or B) can misbehave so that the final boolean value is a function of I
different from f (). Addressing this is out of the scope
of this paper.

3.2.1

Cryptographic Primitive CA

The cryptographic primitive CA that allows A to determine sign(x) without knowing x is closely related to

Yao’s millionaires’ problem [32]. In our threat model,
4. POLICY-INFLICTED DIVERGENCE
we do not consider arbitrary termination of the protoAs shown in [19], BGP routing policies can interact
col. This makes it possible for us to design our primito cause divergent routing. In general, checking for ditive to be much simpler than previous solutions [5]. We
vergence is NP-complete. The solution proposed in [14]
also assume that the absolute value of x is less than a
is for domains to locally constrain their policies. It is
small number, xmax . This is justified because the sl
generally thought [18] that this is preferable because of
values typically take, say, 10000 values from 1Mbps till
the hardness of checking for divergence and confiden10Gbps.
tiality of inter-domain policies. In this section, we show
Our primitive uses commutative encryption [2]. Two
that the confidentiality of policy is not a problem. Due
encryption functions f1 , f2 are commutative if f1 (f2 (x)) =
to the lack of prior work exploring easily verified policy
f2 (f1 (x)). For suitably chosen prime p, any two discretespecifications,
we motivate a simple specification and
log based encryptions [7] defined as fy (x) = xy (mod)n
develop
a
protocol
to verify it. We emphasize that our
satisfy this property because (xy1 )y2 mod(p) is (xy2 )y1 (mod)p. contribution is to demonstrate that confidentiality conThe basic idea behind CA is for A and B to choose comcerns are no hurdle to verifying policy safety; Our goal
mutative encryption functions fA and fB using the outis not to advocate that ASs use our policy specification.
of-band mechanism. These are used by A to verify the
membership of x in the set of integers from [0, xmax ]
4.1 A Simple Invariant
securely.
The solution proposed in [14] is to have providers con• Given EA (x), B calculates EA (x+r) for some ranstrain their policies such that (1) The customer-provider
dom r using the homomorphic property and sends
directed graph is acyclic. (2) A route through a cusit to A.
tomer should always be preferred over a route through a
peer
or provider. (3) A route through a provider or peer
• B calculates the set P osB = (fB (r), fB (r + 1), . . . ,
should
not be exported to another provider or peer. We
f (r + x
)) and sends a randomly permuted
B

max

P osB to A.

peers
P1

• A decrypts x + r and sends fA (x + r) to B.

P2

• B calculates fA ◦ fB (x + r) and sends it to A.
• A checks if it belongs to the set P os = (fA ◦
fB (r), . . . , fA ◦ fB (r + xmax )).
B cannot determine x since EA is secure and it is computationally hard for B to calculate x+r from fA (x+r).
A knows x + r but the random r prevents it from knowing anything about x. Also, the hardness of inverting
fB prevents A from knowing the value of r from P osB .
To prevent either party from using previous comparison operations, A and B should frequently change the
commutative encryption functions used.
Though the above protocol requires the encryption
of xmax + 1 values (with fA ◦ fB ), this can be precomputed. Also, efficient compression tools such as
compressed Bloom filters [24] can be used to efficiently
store such pre-computed vectors. Hence, CA essentially
requires one encryption, decryption and three exponentiations. Thus, the running time of the modified protocol in Section 3.2 is dominated by the O(DP ) encryptions in the first step, the O(M + N ) decryptions
in the third step and N invocations of CA . The number of large-integer operations in calculating sl is cN
where c is the number of links each flow would traverse.
Assuming values of D, P, N, c of about 500, 10, 1000
and 10 [26] respectively, we see that a few thousand encryption/decryption operations need to be performed.
These can be done in a few seconds with specialized
hardware.

C1

C2

C3

S

C4

D

Figure 2: For a destination D, P 1 may prefer
to export to C1 a path through P 2 over a path
through C2.
believe that, in the future, such local constraints alone
may not satisfy the requirements of ASs. We illustrate
this using the provider-customer directed graph shown
in Figure 2. The link between Provider P 1 and its customer C2 is congested. To alleviate this congestion, P 1
would like traffic to destination D from S to transit P 2,
and not C2. The scenario described above requires P 1
to violate the local constraints above and prefer a longer
peer route over a customer route.
Observe that, in the long term, P 1 in Figure 2 may
find it economically advantageous to upgrade the link to
C2. However, until that time, it might have to resort to
choosing P 2, if possible. This motivates us to consider
the possibility of small deviations from local constraints.
Specifically, for each destination D, policy safety might

be ensured even if a small number of ASs violate one
or more of the local constraints. For instance, the system in Figure 2 is convergent if P 1 alone deviates from
the second policy constraints. To see this, consider the
effect of P 1 changing its policy from preferring C2 to
P 2. The effect of this change would be:
• A peer/provider of P 1 to which P 1 did export the
original route through C2 would see a withdrawal
from P 1. Hence, the effect of the policy change is
equivalent to failures of the links from P 1 to these
ASs. This is known to be safe.
• P 1 may not have exported the original route to
some peers/providers. They do not receive any
new update. This is because a route through a
peer is not advertised to other peers/providers.
• Direct/indirect customers of P 1 might receive the
newer route and may prefer this route (through
their providers) and advertise it to their customers
only. Since the provider-customer graph remains
acyclic, this is safe. In terms of activation sequences [17], the stable state is achieved by activating ASs from P 1 downward.

4.2 The New Global Invariant
The small deviation mentioned above would not cause
route divergence if at most one AS per destination prefix uses the deviant policy of preferring a peer over a
customer. This can be formalized as a global invariant
G = (P, I, f ()) for every destination prefix. Here, P
is the set of all N Autonomous Systems. I consists of
rp (∀p ∈ P ) where rp is 1 if AS p follows a deviant policy
to reach the corresponding destination
prefix and 0 othP
erwise. The system is safe if p rp = N . The invariant
G can be verified without revealing I as described in
the following protocol:
• A threshold variant of Paillier’s [11] is used so that
each AS possesses a share of the private key and
only a large number (say, more than half) of the
ASs can together decrypt ciphertexts. The public
key is known to all ASs and hence, each of them
can calculate E(m). The shared secret key can be
reused many times and hence, can be constructed
out-of-band.
• Each AS p advertises E(rp ).
• Each AS multiplies
all the advertised values to calP
culate E( p rp ) = E(n), where n is the number
of deviant ASs.
• Decryption of E(n) can be done in a distributed
manner[11]. Iff n is less than 2, the deviant AS can
follow the deviant policy. Otherwise, all deviant
ASs must abandon the deviant policy.

The distributed nature of the secret key ensures that
the rp values are not revealed to others. Note that, after the protocol, the number of deviant ASs is known.
Each instance of the above protocol requires one distributed encryption and decryption. This can easily
be done in 30 seconds. By running the above protocol
for 30 destination prefixes in parallel every 30 seconds,
policy safety for almost all destination prefixes can be
verified every day. The requirement of only a single deviant AS per destination prefix is probably too strong.
We are currently investigating weaker (and easily verifiable) conditions. Also, the above protocol requires that
all ASs share a key which may not be possible. We are
currently investigating policy specifications and verification techniques that can best leverage the bilateral
peering relationships.

5.

RELATED WORK

Many homomorphic cryptosystems have been proposed in cryptographic literature. Some examples include the El Gamal cryptosystem [7] and Paillier’s [25].
The general problem of Secure Multi-Party Computations (SMPC)[32] has been the subject of extensive research [1]. Recent work has applied solutions to specific
computations to solving practical problems. Du et al.
[6] study a variety of specific secure two-party computations. The solution proposed in [5] assumes a third
party to solve Yao’s problem since their threat model includes arbitrary termination. Cryptographic protocols
for constructing secure set operations are presented in
[2]. Commutative encryptions are also used in [2].
Many recent proposals propose MPDSs for a variety of tasks, apart from inter-domain routing, such as
caching [4], computing [10, 12] and storage [20]. In the
context of inter-domain routing, interactions between
intra-domain and inter-domain routing have been explored in [8, 28, 29, 31]. The solutions proposed in [23,
31] verify global invariants using problem-specific aggregation techniques that reduce the amount of shared
information. These do not address the fundamental
question of working with confidential information. All
other prior work [8, 28, 29] restrict intra-domain traffic
engineering so that it does not adversely affect interdomain routing. The possibility of policy-conflicts in
inter-domain routing was shown in [15, 16]. Gao et
al. [14] designed routing policy guidelines that ensured
safety by restricting local autonomy. Gao et al. [13]
extended the local constraints to allow backup routing
using information such as the the number of backup
links on a path. In essence, they introduce a distributed
global invariant that reveals information on backup links.
The computation complexity of verifying policy safety
for an arbitrary policy specification was shown in [18,
19]. The hardness of verifying policy safety due to the
confidentiality of policies was alluded to, in [14, 18].

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we argue that solutions to secure multiparty computations can be used to verify global invariants involving confidential information in MPDSs. We
design two proof-of-concept protocols to demonstrate
our approach. Our protocols verify two global invariants, one for safe traffic engineering and another to
verify policy safety. We do not claim that these invariants are the most important invariants that need to
be verified or that our techniques are the most optimal
way of verifying them. Our protocols expose a powerful class of cryptographic techniques that can make
MPDSs more robust without sacrificing significant local
autonomy when (1) Out-of-band commercial relationships between providers can be leveraged to simplify the
threat model and for key distribution. (2) Global invariants involve simple arithmetic operations. Whether
other invariants can be verified easily is an open question. SMPC can potentially be used for global decisions
other than verifying invariants. For instance, some of
our ongoing work [22] is aimed at developing solutions
that allow more general forms of cooperative routing
than considered in this paper. Other global decisions in
MPDSs arise in the context of content distribution networks [4] and intrusion detection [21, 30]. Future work
also needs to address fundamental limitations in using
SMPC for MPDSs.
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